
COLOR MIXING INSTRUCTIONS

HOW TO USE

Enclosed are the tools you need to mix color:

  G&C Hair Color Tube(s)
  G&C Color Developer 20 Vol
  1 Color Bowl
  1 Color Brush
  1 Pair of Gloves

Thank you for choosing G&C Hair Color by Hair Bar NYC

Standard Colors
1 - 10

High Lift
11 - 12

ALL COLORS: 

Roots: 50ml (1/2 Tube) of color to
50ml of Developer

All Over: 100ml (Full Tube) of color
to 100ml of Developer

Process: 35 minutes

GREY RESISTANT HAIR:
Process: 45 minutes

HIGH LIFTS:

Roots: 50ml (1/2 Tube) of color to
100ml of Developer

All Over: 100ml (Full Tube) of color
to 200ml of Developer

Process: 40-50 minutes

1:1 1:2



Apply barrier serum around skin along the hairline,on the tip of ears and around the back of
the neck. Refrain from getting any on the hairline, so your color will saturate properly.

Start with dry unwashed hair.
· Wear a shirt you don’t mind getting color on, preferably with a button up on the front.
· Prep your hair into 4 sections with clips .
· Make sure your gloves are on.
  AFTER MIXING CONTENTS TOGETHER
 Take one front sections down, first, color your new growth (roots) using either the applicator
bottle, or the bowl and brush.
·  Work your way down in rows about 1⁄4 inch apart, one section at a time.
·  Leave color on (as instructed above).

FFor all over hair: Cover roots first and after all of the roots have been covered start in the
back running the color down the stand. (All over mix ratio should be done beforehand).

TO REFRESH THE REST OF THE HAIR AFTER ONLY DOING ROOTS:

· Step into the shower dampen the hair that hasn't been colored.
·  With the remaining color you can apply to the rest of your hair and comb the root color to
the ends for an additional 10 minutes.
(Clean your skin with a damp paper towel or towel to remove it o the skin while waiting)

WWASH HAIR WITH SHAMPOO AFTER TIME IS UP (Squeeze out excess water)
Apply Mask in hair, you can work the mask into the hair with fingers or a comb.
Leave the mask on for 5-10min.

TIPS:

Wear a shirt that buttons or zips up the front to make cleanup easy.

Begin with dry, day old hair. It is not necessary to wash hair immediately before coloring;
however,hair should not have any styling products or dry shampoo(can stop color from
aachieving optimal coverage).

Rinse out your gloves after application, use them for when you are washing out the color, to
prevent stains in your hands.

A little bit of shampoo can be applied along the hairline before washing the color out, rubbed
in a circular motion to loosen any color along the hairline, wipe and wash as directed. 

Use Ultimate Repair System or Silk Touch System to prevent fading and dulling. Both safe for
Keratin and Color.

FFor optimal shine can be followed up with Diamond Botox Treatment to seal the color.

*If you have chemically straightened or permed hair, contact HAIR BAR NYC customer service team through
email or text to recommend the best course of action.

AFTER MIXING INSTRUCTIONS


